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Investment returns have two parts: the expected return and the unexpected return. The
expected return is the best guess of what will happen based on all the information
currently available. The unexpected return is the surprise, the difference between what
does happen and what was expected. Investors should base their portfolio decisions on
expected future returns, not recent realized returns, and the two can differ by a lot.
Look at the returns on the so-called FAANG stocks–Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix,
and Google’s parent company, Alphabet. Over the 10 years from September 2010 to
August 2020, a portfolio of the five stocks held in proportion to their market caps would
have delivered an average annual return of 34.25% per year. That means on average, the
value of the portfolio doubled about every 2.5 years.
Given their great returns over the last 10 years, what is our best guess of how the FAANG
stocks will do over the next decade? Should we expect an average annual return of
almost 35% again? Absolutely not. Who wouldn’t buy these stocks if their expected
returns were 35%? But buyers need sellers. The demand driven by such high expected
returns would simply push prices up and drive expected returns down to a more
reasonable level. For the same reason, I’m confident that if we could go back to August
2010, we would find few investors predicting the FAANG stocks would do as well as they
did from 2010 to 2020.
So what does explain the FAANG stocks’ high realized returns? Their unexpected
returns. Things turned out much better for them than investors expected. The
companies’ cash flows over the last 10 years were much higher than investors expected
10 years ago, and their prospects looking forward from today are almost certainly better
than investors expected they would be 10 years ago.
All this unexpected good news produced high unexpected stock returns over the last
decade. It would be wrong, however, to expect high unexpected returns to persist. After
all, it doesn’t make sense to count on good luck. The expected value of the unexpected
returns must be zero.
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In short, the past decade of extraordinary realized returns tells us little about the FAANG
stocks’ future expected returns. And unfortunately, this is a general result. For most
investments and most investment horizons—a month, a year, five years, even ten years—
the realized return is driven far more by the unexpected return than the expected return.
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